**Rakhine State Inter-Cluster/Sector Coordination Meeting - Meeting Summary**

**Date, Time**: 16 June 2015, 10:00-12:00

**Chair**: OCHA


### Follow-up Action Points from previous meeting (02 June 2015)

- **AP**: Protection is pending to send Maungdaw contingency plan

- **AP**: Protection to consider the different comments for an update version of the *End of Displacement* paper.

- **AP**: OCHA update on MIRA. MIRA tools still under finalization. Once finalized OCHA will plan a presentation in Sittwe.

- **AP**: ER coordinator to call a meeting week starting on 14th on survey harmonization **Done**

- **AP**: Protection and CCCM to provide data as soon as possible **Done**

- **AP**: (Matrix) To remove column xx PoP data from the matrix **Done**

- **AP**: (Matrix) insert new column and share with ICCG members **Done**

- **AP**: ER Network to present at next ICCG ER mainstreaming **Done**

  The ER Network coordinator explained the necessity to map the ER action done at each sector/cluster level. This mapping was requested at the end of last year and rejected by some clusters. It is now critical to update the mapping to understand ER activities/initiatives at sector/cluster level and inform the HRP monitoring review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENDA</th>
<th>Action Points (Responsible/Timeline)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sector Update</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCM/NFI</td>
<td><strong>AP</strong>: ER NW to send the mapping ER activities to each sector/cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Security:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*AP*: Education to send matrix

**Update**: Revision on going at Yangon level.

**UPDATE**: The ER network Coordinator proposed conducting an inter-sector ER workshop. A partner opposed the proposition thus the WS has been cancelled.

**UPDATE**: Prot / CCCM do not have these data, or very limited to only few cases and not accurate. Using imprecise and limited data would lead to misinterpretation and mislead the analysis. **NO DATA FOR THIS ENTRY**

**AP**: ER NW to send the mapping ER activities to each sector/cluster

---

---

---

---

---
Nutrition:  
Protection:  
Child Protection:  
Shelter:  
WASH:  
ER (network):

**AAP review feedback (OCHA CwC):** OCHA CwC officer presented the result of the finding of the AAP review survey done in Rakhine IDPs camps. (see attached ppt). OCHA already shared with CMA each camp finding.

**FSS Livelihood assessment presentation (See attached presentation):** The national FSS coordinator presented the livelihood assessment methodology and questionnaire. All ICCG members concluded that there is a need to reconsider the validity, purpose and proposed approach (one fit for all Rakhine, Kachin, camps villages etc) of the assessment to respond to the needs of Rakhine evolving situation (the end of displacement for Zone 1). ICCG requests the FSS coordinator to re-discuss Rakhine assessment need at later stage.

**Context analysis mapping:** OCHA presented context analysis mapping of Nget Chaung 1 & 2 camp and Ah Pauk Wa Village in Kyauktaw Township. The mapping shows the relation among community and community access to livelihood and services. This mapping can be used and support the definition of response strategy.

**Sector Exit Strategy for EoD in Zone 1, preliminary discussions (following 15/06/2015 AHCT)**

As a follow-up on the AHCT decision on EoD, OCHA introduced a discussion on moving forward in Zone 1 at sector/cluster level. A short document was presented (see “RETURN & RELOCATION OF IDPs IN RAKHINE STATE Guidance for Cluster Strategic Recommendations” Powerpoint presentation attached).

The document aims at supporting discussions at cluster/sector levels to update response strategies in camps and villages currently targeted by the government’s return and relocation plan. The document proposes a classification of return and relocation scenarios, based on a number of parameters including access to livelihood and history of displacement since 2012. Eight sub-categories have been defined (four for returns, four for relocations). It was proposed and agreed that clusters hold separate discussions with their members to 1) review and adapt the classification (if necessary), 2) re-assemble sub-categories in a way that is relevant to their operations, 3) define general recommendations (that will often aim at a phasing out of humanitarian assistance) to guide humanitarian response for each category of return/relocation scenarios.

The document also listed a number of parameters that individual agencies should also take into consideration when defining operational plans in each return/relocation site, after clusters have formulated general recommendations for each return/relocation scenarios. An assessment of these parameters on a case by case basis should allow to better calibrate the response to the needs on the ground and the specific environment in each location.

---

**AP:** OCHA to share the report with ICCG

**AP:** National FSS Coordinator to share the methodology and questionnaire with ICCG STW members.

**AP:** Sector/Cluster coordinators to send back comments within a week of reception.

**AP:** FSS to consider a workshop with ICCG and head of agency to discuss FSS assessment needs in Rakhine.

**AP:** Profiling of return/relocation scenarios to be presented to ICCG YGN

**AP:** The document was endorsed by all sector/cluster coordinators for sector/cluster use.
RSG Movement Plan matrix update and revision of data: Some ethnic data were confirmed with protection sector. All agreed to hide categories column in this table as it is misleading and not relevant. OCHA to work closely with CCCM and protection to fine tuning data. WASH column on Repair and maintenance are not relevant in this tracking matrix and to be removed.

AP: Observation columns to be added in the matrix
AP: Protection and CCCM to send a paragraph for the explanation of No of displacement HHs (For the absence of data)
AP: Meeting date to be set up with OCHA, CCCM and Protection to finalize the matrix

Next ICCG meeting
Tuesday, 7th July 2015, 10:00 a.m. OCHA Sittwe